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Abstract 
Abstract of thesis entitled: On a motion of a solid body in a viscous f luid 
In this thesis we investigate a two-dimensional problem on a mot ion of a solid 
homogeneous body swimming in a bounded container filled w i th a homogeneous 
viscous incompressible fluid. The main assumption making i t possible to prove 
the global existence of a generalized solution is that the boundaries of the solid 
body and of the container are curves of C^. Moreover, we can also show that in 
this situation the solid body hits the wall of the container w i th zero speed and 
does not move during touching. 
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個 堅 硬 且 同 性 質 的 物 體 在 一 個 有 邊 界 而 且 注 滿 了 同 性 
質、不能壓縮的點性液體的容器裏面的運動。在文章内， 
我們假設這個堅硬的物體和容器本身的邊界都是 C 2 的 
曲線。由此我們可以證明問題本身的答案是存在的，而 
且是整體的存在性。除此之外，我們還能夠證明在這個 
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Let Q C be a bounded domain w i th boundary dQ of class Cf \ Suppose 
that Q is filled w i th a homogeneous viscous incompressible f luid and that a solid 
homogeneous body is swimming there. The goal of this thesis is to summarized 
the result obtained by K. H. Hoffmann and V. N. Starovoitov who study this 
situation mathematically. 
In fact, this kind of motion has important biological and engineering appli-
cations. On the biological side, this kind of motion can be used to model the 
flow of red blood cells in an artery or vein. Specifically, the theory may explain 
the enhancement in the flux of oxygen and blood platelets near the artery wall 
resulting from the tumbling motion of the red blood cells. Other biological appli-
cations include the transport of non-spherical macromolecules or solute particles 
in intercellular clefts or though porous membranes. For engineering, the theory 
1 
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can be used to determine the motion of a particle passing through an electrostatic 
precipitator or the trajectory of a contaminant particle in a lubricating bearing 
or in the laminar sub-layer in the vicinity of a turbine blade. 
This thesis, wi l l divide into serval chapters. After the introductory chapter, 
the main results and the equation of motion for both the solid body and fluid 
velocity field wi l l be given in chapter 2. In chapter 3, we wi l l investigate some 
properties about the space K{x)- In chapter 4, we wi l l give the detailed proof of 
the main results. Also, we wi l l give some physical explanation for the properties 
of the generalized solution. Finally, some concluding remarks and possible future 
works wi l l be given in chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 
Equation of motion and main 
results 
In this chapter we wi l l set up the equation for the fluid velocity field and 
the equation for the solid body. Moreover, we wi l l define some special classes of 
functions, K { x ) i which is used to define the concept of the generalized solution 
to our problem. Finally, we wi l l present the main results for these problems. 
To simplify our calculations we wi l l assume the densities of the fluid and the 
body are the same and equal to 1 and all the external forces are absent. To 
formulate the problem let us define some notations first. Let V{t) be the domain 
occupied by the solid body and T{t) be its boundary. The classical treatment for 
our problem is finding a fluid velocity field v, an angular velocity u of the solid 
body and a velocity a of its mass center 无o, which satisfy the following equations 
of motion. 
3 
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f 
Vt-\- {v • \ / ) v — divP, 
< div^ = 0, ^ e n\v{t) (2.1) 
P = - p i + D{v), 
\ 
f ^ 
m— = / P{n)ds, 
< 批 〜 (2.2) 
/O-TT = / - ^O) • P{n)ds 
, 咖 JT{t) 
where m is the mass of the solid body, Iq = Jy⑴ I无 一 = the moment of 




v-^  V 
P is the stress tensor, p is the pressure and D{v) is the deformation rate tensor 
which is defined as follow: 
1 f dvi dvj\ 
Finally we wi l l have the following init ial and boundary conditions: 
t = 0 : V = VQ,a = ao,V = VQ, 
< r ( t ) : v{x, t) = a{t) + uj{t)J{x{t) - xo(t)), (2.3) 
dVt : Ci 二 0 
V 
We shall refer (2.1)-(2.3) as Problem A. 
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R e m a r k : The equations (2.2) describing the motion of the body are correct 
unt i l the body touches the boundary dQ. However, in this thesis we shall show 
that the body hits the wall w i th zero speed and does not move during touch-
ing if the boundaries of the solid body and 0 are surfaces of class Thus i t is 
sufficient to describe the motion of the body only when i t does not touch the wall. 
Now we wi l l define the concept of a generalized solution of Problem A. To 
achieve this, we need to introduce the characteristic function, 
< 
— 1 元 e V{t), 
< 
0 X G Q\V{t) 
\ 
and the following classes of functions 
Ks{x) = HKP) I div^ = 0，L)(奶(旬=0 for X G S^ix) a.e. }， 
^ o ( x ) = U〉o 删 , 
K(x) = I d i v^ = 0, D舰无、=0 for xe S{x) a.e. } , 
where x is a characteristic function of some subset of Cl, S{x) is a set of points 
where x = <^5 is the (^-neighborhood of a set A and the bar over a set of func-
tions means the closure in 
We also denote the set of functions in Lp(0, T; Hq{Q)) belonging to K{x) for 
almost all t e [0，T] by Lp{0,T] K{x))-
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Definition 2.1 A pair of functions 
V e Loo(0,T； L2 (n ) ) n L2(o, r； K{ip)), divv = o, 
if e Char{Q) n C i / 《 0 , T ; l < p < o o , 
where Char(E) is the class of all characteristic functions of some subsets of a set 
E, Q — [0，T] X Q, T < oo, is said to be a generalized solution of Problem A if 
the following integral identities 
[{v .(办 + {v . •)而-D{v) : D{iP)}dxdt 二- [ vo- ^odx, (2.4) 
jQ Jn 
/ ^{Vt + y . Vr])dxdt = — (poVodx (2.5) 
JQ Jn 
hold for any functions rj e C\Q), r]{T) = 0，必 G H\Q) fl【2(0，T; i^((^))， 
识 r) = 0. 
R e m a r k : As one can see that , the set of test functions depends on the solution. 
We believe that this class of test functions is natural for our problem. 
R e m a r k : We specify the solid body by the condition that the deformation rate 
tensor D (v ) is equal to zero in S((p). This can be justif ied by the following reasons. 
The kernel of the operator D consists of functions v of the form v = a + B{x), 
where a E R^ and B is a skew symmetric d x d matrices. This corresponds to 
a r igid motion of a substance. In the two-dimensional case this representation 
looks as follows 
v{t, x) = a{t) + uj{t)J{x) (2.6) 
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We shall call functions of the form (2.6) r igid functions. 
I t 's t ime to present our main result which is summarized by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 Let vq G 1/2(1^) and the boundaries dS{(po) of the set S((po) and 
on of O are surfaces of class C\ Then there exists a generalized solution of 
Problem A. Moreover, 
1. there exists a family of mapping As^t :股之—s,t e [0,T]，such that 
S(ip{t)) = As,t{S{(p{s))), in particular S{(f(t)) = Ao^t{S{(po)), As,t{x) is 
rigid and As,t is Lips chitz continuous with respect to s and t; 
2. if h{t) = dist(^dn, S((p(t)y) and h{to) = 0 for some to G [ 0 , r ] then h{t) < 
C\t — for some constant C and any a < 2; 
3. if I = {t e [0，T] I h{t) = 0 } then v{x,t) = 0 as x e S{<f{t)) for almost all 
t e I. 
Remarks: 
1. In this thesis we wi l l only discuss the global existence of the generalized 
solution of Problem A. Uniqueness of the solution wi l l not be discuss here. 
2. Suppose the smoothness of dCt and dS{ip) are not Cf\ For instance, if 
they are only Lipschitz curves then the generalized solution of the problem 
described in Definition 2.1 exists but i t is incomplete. In this case v G 
the test funct ion ^ G Ko{ip) and K { ( f ) Ko{ip) i f d S { ( f ) n 0 (see 
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Proposition 3.1, 3.3). That means that the integral identity (2.4) does not 
describe the behavior of the body when i t touches the wall. Thus, in the 
case of non-smooth boundaries we need to specify an additional law for the 
possible collisions between the solid body and the wall. The possibility for 




The space K{x) 
In this chapter we wi l l investigate some properties about the space K{x)-
Also, we wi l l investigate properties of functions belonging to the space K{x)-
These properties wi l l be summaried in the following three propositions. 
Proposition 3 .1 Let x ^ Charip) and dS{x) be a Lips chit z curve. Then 
Koix) = K i i x ) , where i ^ i ( x ) = e Hi{Q) | di— = 0 ， = 0 for x e S{x) 
and _ = 0 for xe S(x) if dS(x) D dQ 0 } 
Proof: First we will show that Ko(x) C i^i(X) 
Vtp e Ko(x), 3 a sequence of functions 如 G Ks{x) such that 而一《 i n H^^fl). 
Since for every 'ips, we have D{^s) {x) 二 0 for S G Ss{x)- So, for every 5, we have 
= ^ iox X e S{x). 
As 成 4 0 in H l i p ) we have D{^5、—乃(而 in Hence, D{^){x) 二 0 for 
9 
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I t remains to show that 树旬 二 0 for x e S{x) i f dS{x)门 0 
In the case that dS{x) 0 we have 门 > 0. Where denoted 
the Lebesgue measure of A. 
Since ips is a r igid function on Ssix). so we can write 如 as the following form: 
M t ) x) = b{t) + B{x) for X G ^^(x ) 
where B is a skew symmetric 2 x 2 matr ix. 
( \ ( \ 
bi{t) 0 c ⑴ 
Let b{t) = and B —— ,then 
、b2{t) ) ( -c{t) 0 
/ \ / \ 
_ bi{t) 0 c ⑴ _ _ 
如it,釣= + {x} for X G Ssix) . 
\ hit) y \ - c ( t ) 0 ) 
As I ^S j fx ) n > 0, we can choose two points in the set ^^^ (x )门 dQ. 
/ \ ( \ 
0 X 
W丄.〇.G., we assume that one is and the other one is wi th x 0. 
0 y 
\ J V ^ / 
•：如 e H l i p ) :.^seH',{n)\dn = o 
/ / \ \ / / \ \ 
_ I 0 I X 
V V V / V 
Hence, we have the following equations: 
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/ \ ( ( \\ ( \ 
0 0 fei ⑴ 
=如 t, = 
VV V v v ; 、 她 ） 
< 
I \ I / \ \ ( \ I \ ( 0 1 cc 0 c ⑴ / X \ 
=如 t, = ( ) 
0 \ y - c ( t ) 0 / M l / / / 
, V / \ \ ^ / / \ \ ) / \ / 
Solving the above equation, we get bi{t) = 62(t) = c ⑴ = 0 . 
Hence,如(f,无)三 0 for ；^ G Ss{x)-
Therefore, for every > 0 we have, 'ipsix) = 0 hi x e S{x)-
This implies 机无、=0 for x e S{x)- Thus K o { x ) C i ^ i ( x ) . 
To complete the proof, we need to show that K i { x ) C i^o(X). 
G i ^ i ( x ) , we have to construct a sequence of functions ips G Ks{x) such 
that 一 i in Now we define a rigid function u{x) = ^{x) for x G S{x)-
Note t h a t 三 0 i f dS{x)门 0 . 
Consider the function = ^ — This function is equal to zero on S{x)- Let 
us fix > 0 wi th J < dist(an，S'(x)) if dn n dSix) = 0. i f dn 门 dS(x�^ 0 we 
can take an arbitrary 5. 
Let us construct the following function 
1. 0 = 0 for X G Ssix)'： 
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2. Q is an unique solution of the problem: 
f 
A O = Vqs + A ^ o , 
< ^ G (3.1) 




_ 0， XG dS她 
Q = (3.2) 
•00 (x), X G dVl. 
\ 
L e m m a 3 .2 Consider the following Stokes equation: 
f 
Av = Vp^ f 
< in Q 
V -v = 0 
\ 
V = V* at dQ 
1 2 
where Q C M"； tl >2, is bounded and locally Lips chit zian. For any f G Dq ’ (Q) 
and v^ G we have the following estimate: 
+ l|p||L2(n) < C{\\f\\H-^n) + Ik*II//1/2(an)) 
where C 二 C^n, Q). 
For the proof of this lemma, one is referred to [1. 
To use Lemma 3.2 to our problem (3.1) and (3.2), we need to modify our 
problem in the following form: 
< 
A(t^O - 0 ) = 
< x G 0\S,-(x) 
div(i/'o - 0 ) = 0 
\ 
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and 
• 
_ _ M x ) , X G dSsix) 
- 0 = < 
0, X e on 
< 
For this problem / = 0 and f * = V^o - i t is not diff icult to check that 0 G 
and {[)q —《§ e So we can apply the Lemma 3.2 to get the 
following estimate: 
1^0 - CsWminxssix)) + I I 卵 ^ CWo\\m/2^dSsix)) 
々 W^Q - OWminxssU)) ^ C\\^po\\m/2(^QSs(x)) (3-3) 
On the other hand, due to the trace theorem, one deduces 
IMlm/HdSsix)) ^ C\M\hHSs{X)) = ^\\M\H^{Ssix)\S(x)) 、 ‘ 
where the constant C does not depend on S. Therefore, we have the following 
estimate: 
==I而-Csllm((^2\Ss(x))U(Ss(x)\S(x))) 
< 1100 - + 11^0 — Cs\\m{ss{x)\s{x)) 」、 
(3.4) 
The right hand side of this inequality tends to zero as —> 0 since — 
0 and 必Q e H\n). 
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Thus the sequence of functions 'ips = (s-\-u converges to ^ in And the 
proof is complete if 而 = + G Ks{x)-
Check 1: C5-\-ue H胸 
Since iZ is a r igid function on Q, so u E II^(Q), also 乐 G H e n c e , 而 = 
'^-u e H\n). By (3.4) ipo - (s e H^Q). This implies 0 e H \ n ) . Hence, 
On on , 
Cs + u = ipQ + u = i j j = 0, as ^ G 
Therefore, xps = (5 ^ue H^i^). 
Check 2: d i v ( 0 + 句 = 
As div(O) = 0 for X G n \Ss{x ) and 0 = 0 for x G Ss{x), so that d i v (a ) = 0 for 
X e Q . since w is a rigid function, so div(w) = 0 for 无 G Q. Hence, div(C5 + iZ) = 0. 
Check 3: D((s + u)(x) = 0 for ^ G Ss(x)-
As (s = 0 for X G Ss(x), so that D{(s){x) = 0 for x G Ss{x)- since w is a rigid 
function, so D{u){x) = 0. Hence, + u){x) = 0 for x e Ss{x)-
Combining these three checks, we get 如=(s+u e Ks(x)- Hence Ki(x) C Ko(x) 
and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
Remark: Generally speaking, the constant C in (3.3) depends on if f l 
dS{x)三 G •化 since the angle between dVt and dSs{x) tends to zero as 6 
tends to zero. In this case we should replace in the proof by the domain 
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Proposit ion 3 .3 Let x ^ Char(Q) and dS{x) be a curve of class Then 
K { x ) = Ko{x)-
Proof: We need only to prove that ^{x) 二 0 for 无 G S{x) i f 抛)G K{x) and 
dS{x)门 0. This fact wi l l be proved in Proposition 4.9. 
Remark: I f dS{x) is only Lipschitz curve and dS{x) n dQ = 9 then K{x)= 
Ko{x) holds too. 
I n Definit ion 2.1 we used the space 丑 i (Q) nL2 (0 ,T ; K{(p)). I t is necessary to 
show that this space is non-empty. Actually, this space is dense in 1/2(0, T ; K{(p)) 
and i t wi l l be stated in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4 Suppose that K { x ) = ^o(x)； and for any 6 > 0 there exists 
To{S) > 0 such that S{x{ti)) C Ss{x{h)) if \ti - ^2! < tq. Then the space 
H\Q)nL2{0,T-,K{x)) is dense in L2{0,T] K { x ) ) . 
Proof: Take an arbitrary 必 G 1/2(0，T; i ^ X ) ) . There exists a sequence of func-
tions 如 e L2(0,T; i^5(X)) converging to ip in L2(0,T; Let us extend 如 
by zero for t > T and construct the functions 
_ 1 广+T -
成，T ⑴ = - ips{s)ds 
T Jt 
f o r a n y 丁 < to{S). 
I t can be checked easily that {[)§,丁 G 0 L2(0,r； K{x))- So, i t remains to 
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show that — 《 i n L2(0,T; H \ n ) ) . 
- - fT — — 2 
\Ar — T-mm = / — 
J 0 T 
g 2 (义 \\ip5,r - ip6fHi(n)dt + J^ I I 成 — 一 ) 
I t is not diff icult to see that the right hand side of the above inequality w i l l tend 
to zero as S tend to zero. This proves that ips,T 《 in ^2(0, T ; Hence, 
the proposition is proved. 
I 
Chapter 4 
Proof of the main theorem 
To prove the main theorem, we make use of the penalty method. But in order 
to apply this method we need to regularize the problem first. Let us consider the 
following system of integral equation: 
[ - D{v) : D(^) - -ipD{v) : D{iP)-
‘ (4.1) 
^VAt; : VAip}dxdt = - vo • ipodx, 
J ft 
/ (p(r]t + V . Vr])dxdt = - / (forjodx, (4.2) 
JQ Jn 
where the test function ( 
rj e C\Q) such t h a t ” ( T ) = 0 and 
< 
^ e I I ^ (Q) n £2(0, T; IIo^(Q) n I I^(Q)) such that 树T ) = 0, d iv (^ ) = 0. 
\ 
In fact, we have added a penalty term and regularized the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. We wi l l called (4.1) and (4.2) as Problem 
17 
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I t is not diff icult to see that ProblemA^j’^ has an unique solution 
力 e Loo(0, T; L2(0)) n L2(0, T ; 释 ) n diy{v) = 0， 
(p e Char[Q) 
and the following estimate 
[\v{x,t)\'^dx+ [ [{\Vv{x,s)\'^ + -(p\D{v){x,s)\'^+ 
Jq JO Jn e (4.3) 
6\VAv{x,s)\'^}dxds < / 
Jn 
holds for almost all tG [0，T]. To obtain the above estimate, we can use the 
classical methods stated in ([5], [7]) 
The theorem wi l l be proved in two steps. We pass to l imi t in Problem As^ e at 
first as £ —> 0 and then as (5 —^  0. 
4.1 The passage to the limit as e —> 0 
We denote the solution of Problem As^ e by Ve, (fe- As i t follows from the estimate 
(4.3) the sequences {vs} and {(/？^} have subsequences which we denote again by 
{vs} and {^e} , such that 
V e ^ v weakly in L2(0，T; 
(fe ^ ^ weakly in I/2(Q) 
as £ 0. 
Let us consider the following Cauchy problem 
d无 — 
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for any ^ e fl and s,t e [0,Tj. I t is convenient to introduce the mapping 
Ult : 0 ^ 0 such that t) = Ul.iO- Since v^ G � 2 ( 0 , T;。工+“之⑴))，due to 
Caratheodory theorem, this mapping is well-defined，one-to-one and invertible. 
Therefore, we can represent the solution of equation (4.2) in the following form: 
M x , t ) = ipo{Ulo{^)) (4.4) 
S{^s{t)) 二 U^A^i^o)). (4.5) 
Now we list some properties of the mapping which are consequences of 
the available smoothness of the function v{6). 
Lemma 4.1 
(a) The set of functions {"f，亡(•) ： s,t G > 0} is hounded in 
(b) The set of functions {U!麻 11[、人g) ： s e [0,t],6 > e is bounded in 
(c) 二 1 for any x e n and s,t G [0,T]; 
(d) If dist{S{ip{s)),dQ) > 0 for some s e [0,T] then dist{S{ip{t)),dn) > 0 for 
allt e [0，T . 
Lemma 4.2 The sequence [ipe] is compact in L2(Q) as e 
Proof: We show that We}e>o is bounded in T; L2(n))nl^oo(0, T; BV{n)). 
First we show that {(Pe}e>o is bounded in Loo(0,r； BV{Q)) 
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Since dS((po) ^ Cf\ due to (3.5) and Lemma 4.1 (a) we have that dS{(pe{t)) G 
Ci+i /2 uniformly w i th respect to e,t and consequently {^£}e>o is bounded in 
L o o ( o , r ; w ( n ) ) . 
Next we show that is bounded in T ; 1/2(0)) 
Due to Lemma 3.1 (b) for any s,t e [0, T] there exist constants C and 7 < 
C\t - such that C S如、s)) and S((pe{s)) C ((^^W).Therefore, 
< m a x { | 民 ⑷ ) ⑷ ) I ， 
< Cma^{\dS{ipe{s))l \dS{ips{t))\} . \t - 511/2 
where \ A\ is a corresponding measure of a set A. But we have proved already that 
dS{(pe{t))\ is uniformly bounded. Hence 
I I A ⑴ - = I风炉J力 ) )A风仏⑷ ) | l /2 < C\t —…1/4， 
where A A B = (A U B ) \ ( A n B) . 
Hence, {(^e}。。is bounded in £2(0)) . Therefore the lemma is proved. 
W i t h the above preparation we can pass the l imi t in equation (4.2) as £ — 0. 
The l imit function (p could be obtained in an other way, namely from the formula 
(4.4). Due to Lemma 4.1 the sequence is compact in C(0, T; 
So, we can extract a subsequence converging to in this space. The corre-
sponding sequence {^；^} wi l l converges weakly to v in L2(0, T ; Hence, it 
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is not hard to see that Uo,t ⑥ is a solution of the problem 
+ [ vm,s),s)ds. (4.6) 
Jo 
Indeed, t/(f’t(f) satisfies the equation 
U^A) fv-e{UlM). s)ds (4.7) 
Jo 
Mul t ip ly ing (4.7) by an arbitrary smooth function / ( f ) and integrating over Q 
we find that , 
/ ( _ - _ 政 = R [ UuUO,s)f{Od^ds 
Jn Jo Jn 
= [ [ V e { x , s ) f { U l o { x ) ) d x d s 
Jo Jn 
Now fixing t and passing to the l imi t as e ^ 0 we obtain the following equality: 
[{UoAO-OfiOd^ = f I v{^.s) f{U,^,{x))dxds 
Jn Jo Jn 
= [ f HUoAO,s)dsf{M 
Jn JQ 
what gives (4.6). 
Therefore, the l imit ing function ip has the form t ) = ^Q{Utfi{x)). 
L e m m a 4 . 3 For any a > 0 there exists Sq > 0 such that S{(f£{t)) C Sa{(p{t)) for 
all e < So and t G [0, t . 
Proof: Since ?7o,t(0 converges to [/o,t(0 in the statement of the lemma 
follows from (4.5). 
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I n order to pass to the l imi t as £ — 0 in equation (4.1) we need an auxil iary 
result on compactness. 
Let X be a Hi lbert space w i th an inner product (., . )x and F be a closed 
subspace of X. Y is also a Hi lbert space w i th the inner product (., •)x- Denote 
by P the orthogonal projection in X on y , that is PX = Y. Let XQ and XI be 
Banach spaces such that XQ C X and Y C XI, these embeddings are dense and 
the embedding XQ in X is compact. 
L e m m a 4 . 4 Let be a sequence of functions such that 
\Uk\\Lp{0,T-Xo) < C, •^PUk < C, 
饥 Lp(0,T;Xi) 
1 < p < oo. Then the sequence {Puk} is compact in Lp(0 , T ; X ) . 
The proof of the lemma is based on the following inequality: 
Me > 0，3TJ(£) such that ||Pu||x < £||ii||xo + for any u e XQ. 
For the proof, one is referred to [9 . 
Now we can pass the l imit as £ ^ 0 in equation (4.1). Since is bounded 
in 1/2(Q)，there exists a subsequence, denoted by {ve}^ which is converges to 
a function v weakly in L2{Q). Let -0 be a smooth function wi th the property 
= 0 for X G cr > 0. Then we have only to prove that the following 
equality holds. 
lim / {ve (g) Ve) ： D{^)dxdt = / {v^v) : D{ip)dxdt (4.8) 
HO JQ JQ 
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To prove the above equality, let us introduce a r igid function 7, that is D(j)三 0, 
such that j ( x , t)=《(无，t) for x G Then, 
/ {ve 0 Ve) : D{^)dxdt = / (vs 0 Ve) : D{u)dxdt 
JQ JQ 
where u = {p — u{x, t) = 0 for x E S人(f), u{x, t) = ^{x, t) = fo r ^ G 
Since is uniformly bounded in L2(0, T ; due to Lemma 7.1 ([3]) 
for any (5 > 0 and ^ > 0 there exists a function g G ^2(0, T ; i f ^ (O) ) , d i v歹= 0 , 
such that g(x,t) = 0 for 无 G g{x,t) = for x e dQ and 
/ {vs ^ Ve) • D{g)dxdt < P\\vs\\l^(^o,T-,HHn)) JQ 
Therefore, i t is enough to pass the l imi t for the test function u which is equal to 
zero on dQ and on S(r{(p)-
Let = {(元,t) eQ\x e Cl\Sa{(p(t)),t G [0,T]} . We fix cr > 0 and take an 
arbitrary cylinder 五 = A x [ti，力2],亡1，亡2 G [0,T], belonging to G。and based on 
a set A w i th the boundary dA e Let us consider equation (4.1) w i th the 
test function u being equal to zero outside of E. Then, i t follows from Lemma 
4.3 that 
- [ ^ s D { v s ) : D{u)dxdt = 0 (4.9) 
E JQ 
i f £ < £0 for some £0 > 0. 
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To continue, we introduce the following functional spaces: 
U(A) = {ue I divix = 0}, 
V j f (A) be the closure of U(A) in k = l,2,..., 
Jo{A) be the closure of U{A) in 1 /2 (4 , 
V^{A) = {ue I d ivh = 0}, 
J{A) = {ue L2{A) I diYu = 0}， 
= ( V ? ⑷ ) *， ( J o ( A ) ) * = M A ) , 
where X* denotes the adjoint space to X. 
Let PA be the orthogonal projector in J{A) on Jo{A), i.e. PA J {A) = Jo{A). 
Any function v G can be represented as the following form: 
V = PAV-\-VU 
where is a harmonic function i.e. (AC] = 0). 
I t follows from equation (4.1) and equation (4.9) that the functions {PA^e)t 
are uniformly bounded in L2(ti,亡2; as £ < Thus using Lemma 4.4 
w i th Xo = V\A), Xi 二 V-\A), X = J [A), Y 二 Jo (A), P = PA, we can 
conclude that PaVs — Pav in L2(E). 
In addition, we can see that VCJ — VCa weakly in I/2(五)and V = PAV-\-VCA-
Thus, in order to obtain (4.8) we only need to prove the following equality: 
l i m I {VCA VCa ) : D{u)dxdt = [ (VCa 0 V C O : D{u)dxdt 
JE JE 
But, since u(x) = 0 for x G dA, 
f (VCa ③ VCa) : D{u)dxdt = [ (VCa 0 VCa) : D{u)dxdt = 0 
JE JE 
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In fact, 
/ (VCA 0 VCA) : D(u)dx = - div{VU 0 •“）. udx 
J A J A 
= - + udx 
= f -\V(AI"^divudx 
J A 2 
= 0 
Since E was arbitrary and can be approximated by a countable set of the 
above cylinders, we can conclude that (4.8) is valid. 
Therefore, we find that the l imi t ing function v satisfies the following equation: 
I {力.威 + (g)句：- D{v) : D { i ) ) -
JQ 
SVAv : VA{jj、dxdt = — vq •如dx, 
JN 
for any function $ from H'^{Q) f l 1/2(0, T ; K^i^p) f l and consequently from 
H\Q) n L2{0,T;K{(p) n since a is arbitrary. Moreover, D{v){x,ty = 0 
for X e S{ip{t)), t e [0, T], which can be easily seen from the estimate in (4.3). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need to pass the l imi t as ^ —^  0. 
This wi l l be shown in the following section. 
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4.2 The passage to the limit as —> 0 
We have obtained a solution vs, (fs of the following problem and we wi l l further 
refer i t as Problem As： 
/ {V5. A + (ys 0 vs) : - B(vs) ： 
JQ 
(4.10) 
5VAvs : VA'^}dxdt = — / 5。. "ipodx, 
Jn 
ipsD{vs){x, t) = 0 for almost all x G H, t G [0, T] , (4.11) 
/ ^sivt + V5 • Vrj)dxdt = - / (4.12) 
JQ Jn 
where the test functions satisfy 
F 
rj G C\Q) such thatry(T) = 0 and 
< 
^ G H\Q) n L2(0, r； K{ips) n such that ^{T) = 0. 
v 
Moreover, the following representation hold 
= (4.13) 
S(灼⑷）=[/《“彻•)， （4.14) 
where C/f ^ (f) is the unique solution of the following problem: 
d无 — 
1 =〜(无，力)， - f (4.15) 
The mapping satisfies the estimates in Lemma 4.1 but not uniformly wi th 
respect to S. However, using (4.11) we can show that U^t has some properties, 
which is independent of S, but only depends on the set S{^ps). 
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As follows from equation (4.11), there exist a measurable functions ds : 
0, T] 叫： [ 0 ， — 脱 such that the following equality hold: 
v{x,t) = as{t) + uJs{t)J{x{t) - xi{t)) (4.16) 
for X G S{(ps{t)), t G [0,Tj. Here 封 ( t ) is the mass center of S((ps(t)), i.e. 
o^W = … I 碰 
Since vs is uniformly bounded in Loo(0,T; £2(0.)), 
I知||loo(O’T) + ||^ 5||LOO(O,T) < C (4.17) 
Observe also that the function Xq is Lipschitz continuous. Indeed, i f G S{(p{s)) 
then the solution U ^ t ⑥ of problem (4.15) satisfies the equation 
U s A O = f \ a s ( p ) + cJs(p)J(U,,,(0 - 4 ( p ) } ) d p (4.18) 
Integrating over S((p(s)) we obtain: 
4{t)-4{s)= J^ as{p)dp (4.19) 
and the following estimate 
4⑴一4⑷ I <C\t-s\ (4.20) 
which is consequence of (4.17) 
The solution of the linear equation (4.18) can be found explicitly as follow: 
(4.21) 
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for f G S{(fs{s)). Here Of,, = exp(J J^uJs{p)dp) is a linear orthogonal transfor-
mation. Note that Of’, is Lipschitz continuous in s and t uniformly w i th respect 
to 5. 
Let us introduce the transformation Af，, ： M^ ^ define by 
对⑴+ 0f，及却⑷〉 
for f e R2. That is Af，“0 = U^德、for f G This transformation is 
Lipschitz continuous in s and t uniformly respect to 5 and 
S{^8{t)) = A ^ M M s ) ) ) (4.22) 
for all s, t e [0, T . 
The following statements can be proved in the same way as the corresponding 
ones in subsection 4.1. 
L e m m a 4 . 5 The sequence {Af，t}6>o has a subsequence converging in C( [0 , T ] x 
0, T ] ) to some transformation As^t such that 
where xo{t) is the center of mass of S{(p{t)), Os,t is a linear orthogonal transfor-
mation. Moreover, As,t is Lipschitz continuous with respect to s and t. 
L e m m a 4 .6 The sequence {(/？^ } has a subsequence converging to (p in L2(Q) and 
for allte [0,T；. 
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L e m m a 4 . 7 For any cr > 0 there exists 如 〉 0 such that S{(ps(t)) C Sa(^(t)) for 
all 5 < 5Q and t G [0, T . 
Now the passage to the l imi t as — 0 can be performed as in subsection 
4.1. The function v, ip satisfy equations (2.4) and (2.5) and form the generalized 
solution to Problem A. Note also that v e 1/2(0, T ; i^V?)) due to (4.11). 
4.3 Properties of the solution 
In this section we wi l l investigate the behavior of the body near the wall. The 
results wi l l be presented in the following two propositions. 
Proposition 4 .8 The body comes to the wall with zero speed. More precisely, if 
hit) = dist(dn, S{ip{t))) and h(to) = 0 for some to E [0,T] then g C\t -亡。广 
for some constant C and a < 2. 
Proof: Let M{t) be the point on dS{(p(t)) such that h{t) = dist{M(t),dn). 
Denote by VM the velocity of the point belonging to the body and coinciding wi th 
M{t) at the moment t and also denote by TLM the unit normal vector to dS{^{t)) 
at the point M{t). Let P{t) be the point on dVt such that dist{M{t), dQ)= 
d is t (M( t ) , P( t ) ) . Let E(t) be a straight line tangential to dQ at the point P{t) 
and I = ($1,(^2) be an orthogonal coordinate system wi th the origin at P{t) such 
that the axis belongs to E{t). 
Since dVt and dS{(p{t)) are curve of class Cf\ there exist constants m i , m), 
pi，_P2 G R and p o 〉 0 independent of t, P{t) and M{t) such that these curves 
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have the following form: 
6 = 6 = h{t) + for 6 e (-P0,P0), 




Consider the domain = G < 6 < 明 + / ( t , ^ ) , 161 < p}-
Since divv = 0, then 
/ V • nds — 0 
JdGp 
where n is the unit normal vector to dGp. Let Fmp = dGp 门 dS(ip{f)\ Fpp = 
dGp n d^} and Frp = dGp\{Fmp U Fpp). I t is not hard to see that 
/ V'flds- \Fmp\{VM • UM) < Cp^ 
"Fmp 
and 
/ V . nds = 0 
J FPP 
Therefore, 
i^mpl . • "^MI S / \v\ds-}-Cp'^ 
J Frp 
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Integrating the above inequality w i th respect to p f rom 0 to some a < pq we 
obtain the following inequality: 
VM . n M k ^ <C [ I 咖 f + Ca^ (4.25) 
JGa 
Since 丨厂爪"| > Cp as follows from (4.24). 
We can estimate the integral in the right hand side of the last inequality in 
the following way: 
[ m < |到2农 
JGa \JGa J 
(nh+m2cr'^ r \ 丄“ 
< / / 
yPlcr^ J 
where Gcr{s) is the cross-section of Ga for €2 = s. 
Observe that |GV| < C{h(T + and 
[ I v M i < 
JGa{i2) 
Moreover, 二 0 on 拟 Therefore, 
VM . nM\ < Ca-^{h + a'^){ha + + Ca 
where z(.) 二 | |•幻OlkcGj G £2(0, T) . Let us take a = Then 
\VM . nM\ < Ch^'\t)z{t) + (4.26) 
Observe that generally speaking M{t) is a set-valued function. I t is possible to 
take such a one-valued selection of M{t) such that 
VM{t).污M� I = ^ ^ for almost all t (4.27) 
UjL 
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Indeed, let us define the function r}(t, y) for y e dQ such that z = y r } { t , y)ny G 
dS{ip{t)). Here fiy is the internal normal to d^ at y. Then \vM{t) • 行 M ⑴ = 
^(t,P(t))l. Let us show that 
I 并 I尝(H (4.28) 
holds for almost all t. 
For any t, r > 0 we have, 
hit + r ) - h{t) = min r]{t + r , y) - min r ] { t , y) 
yedQ yedO, 
二 r]{t + T,P{t + T ) ) - i i ( t , P { t ) ) 
< v{t + r , P { t ) ) - r j { t , P { t ) ) 
Similarly, we have 
h{t - t ) - h(t) < v{t — r , Pit)) - ri{t, P{t)) 
Since the functions h and rj are Lipschitz continuous w i th respect to t, equation 
(4.28) follows from the above inequalities. 
Thus, (4.26) and (4.27) give us the following estimate: 
悄 崎 ) 输 1) (4.29) 
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Since h(to) = 0 and h(t) is Lipschitz continuous, h{s) < C\s — to\. Substituting 
this inequality in (4.29) and integrating from some t < to to to we get, 
丨⑴丨 <-ri^i-
< C — •？)"〜⑷ds + {to - •S): 
// rto \ 1/2 / .to \ 1/2 \ 
< C I (to- sf^ds / z\s)ds + (力0 - s) 
\\Jt / \Jt J 
< C{to -
for t sufficiently close to to. That is 
h{t)\ < 
where a 二 3/2. Substituting again this estimate in (4.29) we find that a = 7/4. 
Continuing this process we can obtain any a < 2 in a finite number of steps. But 
the constant C wi l l also increase in each steps. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
Remark: This proposition can be improved. In particular, the body wi l l come 
to the wall with zero speed if dfl，dS{(p) G 
Proposition 4 .9 If I 二 {t e [0,T] | h{t) = 0}, then v [ x , t ) = 0 for x e S i ^ f ) ) 
for almost all t G I. 
Proof: We wi l l use the notations from the previous proposition. Note that 
鄉 G for almost all t e [0，T] since v G [2(0, T; H^i^)). Take an arbitrary 
to e I such that ||C'(to)||i/i(n) < oo. 
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As first we prove that VM(to) = 0. Observe that M(to) = P(to). Let us 
consider a cylinder L^^j = e \ -cr < < cr, —J < < 7} such that 
C S((f(to)) and L"^ H Q = 0, where = { f G L … | <^2 = Due to 
(4.23) and (4.24), a and 7 must satisfy the relation: 
a > ( W (4.30) 
for some positive constant CQ. 
Let us extend the function v by zero outside of Q. Then 
[ \ v { t o ) \ ' ' d ^ i = r \vito,^(j) - v{to, 
JLt。 J-l 
=Ca f \Vv{to)\^d^ 
J Lan 
Taking a = Cq千 and lett ing a tends to zero we obtain VM{to) = 0 since = 
C 7 and v(to) is a rigid function on S(ip(to)). 
Thus, the function v(to) has the form: 
v(to, X) = LJ{to)J{X - XM) = OJ{TQ)J{I) 
for X G Here xm is the radius-vector of the point M. 
Now we prove that the angular velocity of the body is equal to zero at the 
moment t^. Let us again consider the domain Gp. I t is not difficult to calculate 
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that 
['r響(;，6)僅應 
Jf- Ji vmTfKW^i 
= v m + f i t , p)y + —彻•) + /(力,-p)y + 
where the constant C i , C2 depends only on p i , P2,爪1,肌2. Therefore, for suffi-
ciently small p we have: 
uj\p^ <C \v\ds 
JFrp 
Integrating w i th respect to p from 0 to some cr > 0 and applying the arguments 
of the previous proposition w i th = 0 we find that: 
M < Ca''^ 
Thus, a;(to) = 0 since a is arbitrary. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark: Proposition 4.9 is also true if dQ, dS{ip) G C^+ /^s^ 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion and comments on 
future works 
To conclude, we can see that the aim of this thesis is very clear, namely i t is 
study the mot ion of a solid body in a bounded container in two-dimensional space. 
The objective for this thesis is that we want to study this problem mathematically. 
Also, we want to find out the condition for the global existence of the generalized 
solution. Moreover, we want to investigate how the solid body behaves when i t 
hits the wall of the container. In fact we have found out that i f the boundaries 
of the solid body and of the container are curves of then there exists global 
generalized solution to our problem and the solid body hi t the container w i th 
zero speed. 
Now we discuss some possible future works. In this thesis we have assumed 
that there is only one solid body in the container. In fact, all the equations and 
36 
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theorems are formulated only for this case. However, we can extend our work 
to the case of finitely many solid body in the viscous fluid. The main difference 
between these two cases is that, for the latter we need to further studies the 
interactions between different solid bodies while the former need not. I f we can 
show that different solid bodies hit each other w i th zero relative velocity, that is 
two bodies move as one solid body during touching, then all the results wi l l st i l l 
hold in this case. Moreover, in our discussion we ignore all the external forces. 
Actually, we can re-formulate our problem in the case where external forces are 
present. 
Finally, in this thesis we only consider the motion of the body in two-dimensional 
space. In fact, we can extend our works to three-dimensional space. However, 
in three-dimensional space the degree of freedom for the solid body wi l l increase. 
Hence, there is much more diff iculty to formulate the problem and obtain the 
global existence of the generalized solution. But we may sti l l get some partial 
results. 
Appendix 
In this part , we give some explanations to the definit ion of the generalized 
solution. We wi l l show that i f the velocity ^ is a smooth function, then equations 
(2.1), (2.2) follows from (2.4), (2.5). 
Let us rewrite (2.4) as follow: 
f + \/)v)dxdt + [ [ P : D{^)dxdt = 0 (5.1) 
JQ JO Jn\s{<pit)) 
To get back equation (2.1), we take the test function 'ip = 0 on S{(f). Then 
vt + {v- • ) 。 = divP, ^ G n \S { ip ) (5.2) 
Thus, equation (2.1) is obtained. 
Taking equation (5.2) into consideration and using equation (5.1), we get the 
following equation: 
r [ ^-{vt + iv- \/)v)dxdt = [ f p{n)dsdt (5.3) 
Jo Js{^{t)) Jo JDS{^{T)) 
where n is the unit vector normal to dS{ip[i)) and direction to Observed 
that on the function v and • have the following form: 
v{x,t) = a(t)+ij(t)J(x(t)-xo(t)}, 
38 
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ip{x,t) = b(t) + C(t)J{x(t) - Xo(t)), 
where b, ( are arb i t rary functions of t and a(t)=血】力⑴. 
Subst i tu t ing these expressions in (5.3) at f irst w i t h C 三 0 and then 6 三 0 we 
obta in equation (2.2). 
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